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T

he Passion of
the Christ is not a
movie you would
watch with your young children
on a Saturday night. According to
film critic Robert Ebert, it is the
most violent film he has ever seen.
Indeed, it is a movie so full of violence and cruelty that, had it been
produced on a theme other than
the Passion, it would surely have
drawn scathing criticisms from
critics and conservatives alike
and earned an automatic NC-17
rating. Yet when I went to the
theater on a Saturday night—the
movie was already in its fourth
week of showing—nearly every
seat was taken, not a few of them
by families with young children.
The movie opened with one
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of the most sacred scenes of
Christianity—the Gethsemane
experience. An eerie musical background accentuated the haunting
opening scene in which a full
moon was seen silently casting its
blue silver light through breaking
clouds upon the doleful figure of

senseless beatings and whippings
chronicled from every imaginable
angle.
The movie’s basic plot closely
followed the Catholic Church’s
Fourteen Stations of the Cross.
This, however, should not lead
anyone to exaggerate the Catholic

It is Mel Gibson who is telling the story.
Jesus. He stood muttering words
in Aramaic with his back turned
to the audience. The film then
advanced through a rapid succession of scenes to Jesus’ arrest
and trials. Then the unspeakable
torture commenced. From there,
the rest of the movie was essentially a documentary about the

character of the movie because
its individual narrative elements,
for the most part, come directly
from the Gospels: Jesus did
meditate and pray in the garden
of Gethsemane; the disciples did
sleep while Jesus prayed with
drops of blood falling from his
face; Peter did try to protect Jesus

by cutting off an ear of a soldier
who tried to arrest Jesus; Jesus was
tried by Caiaphas, Pilate, Herod,
and again by Pilate; Roman soldiers did torture Jesus; a group
of thugs did ask for the release
of Barabas instead of Jesus; two
thieves were crucified on either

As a parent, I could
not keep the tears from
welling up in my eyes.
side of Jesus; and Jesus did die
on a cross. This literalistic adherence to the biblical and traditional
narratives makes it difficult to be
critical of the movie.
Even so, there can be no question that the actual scenes are
a product of Mel Gibson’s own
private imagination. As producer,
director, and screenwriter for
the movie, the details of each
scene—the costumes, the script,
the level and the duration of the
torture, the music that supports
the scenes, the amount of blood
shown, and the choice of actors—
are products of Gibson’s decisions.
It is clear that significant research
has gone into the making of this
movie. The Aramaic and Latin
scripts used in the movie speak
volumes about Gibson’s dedication to historicity and authenticity. However, this outward display
of historical authenticity does
not change the fact that it is Mel
Gibson who is telling the story, a
fact he has made no effort to deny.
Therefore, this review concerns
Mel Gibson’s dramatic ideas and
not the movie’s basic storyline.
The movie offers much that
is commendable. First, it shows

remarkable sensitivity to the
religious differences of the viewing public. Though essentially a
Catholic version of the Passion,
the movie did not offend
Protestant viewers. For example,
many of (mother) Mary’s frequent
appearances were given in flashbacks to punctuate the torture
scenes and to form a dramatic
counterpoint to the soldiers’ and
priests’ callousness toward the
suffering Jesus. Appearing immediately before a scene of a bruised
and bloodied Jesus lying face
down on the ground, the scene
in which Mary lovingly helps
boy Jesus get up from the ground
presented perhaps the most poignant moment in the movie. As a
parent, I could not keep the tears
from welling up in my eyes. The
scenes depicting Mary gave the

priests at Pilate’s Judgment Hall
and Jews in general, the movie has
the potential of sparking an antiSemitic sentiment. Or if one came
to the movie with anti-Semitic
convictions, the movie could
certainly confirm and intensify
these prejudices. But the movie is
unlikely to create an anti-Semitic
sentiment where there was none.
First, it was easy to see that Mel
Gibson made a significant effort
to create a contrast between the
priests and common Jews on the
street, such as the creation of the
character Veronica, who showed
bravery and pity toward Jesus.
Second, the sheer length, intensity, and absurdity of the torture
scenes (lasting well over an hour)
caused what actions there were
on the part of the priests to pale
in comparison. In all fairness, it

The movie was not intentionally anti-Semitic.
The danger of anti-Semitism, however,
was certainly there.
grim movie a human aspect and
evoked tender emotions from the
viewer.
In a similar vein, the movie was
not intentionally anti-Semitic.
The danger of anti-Semitism,
however, was certainly there. For
those who cannot easily distinguish between the few unfeeling

should be stated that the movie’s
intent was not to point finger at
someone or a particular ethnic
group, but to graphically portray
how much Jesus suffered.
The movie also causes one to
pause and think. The characters
were sufficiently universalized so
that we can see ourselves mirrored
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The movie ended the romanticism of the Passion.
in them. The callous faces of the
priests, the guilty face of Judas, the
vacillating face of Pilate, the panicked face of Peter, the angry faces
of the mob, the curious and piteous faces of the bystanders were
not strange faces, but the faces we
have all worn at one time or other.
The bloodied victim in the figure
of Jesus was also a familiar figure
because most of us have at one
time or other turned an indifferent face to a needy victim soaked
in suffering. The movie made me
ask what role I might be playing in
life right now.
Finally, the movie brought
home the point of how utterly
horrible and pointless violence
is, even when it is being inflicted
on Jesus. The movie lasted a little
over two hours with most of the
minutes spent showing graphic
violence. The viewer might, perhaps at first, grope to find meaning and contemplation, such as
the terrible agony Jesus must have
suffered when he was being crucified. But after about twenty min-
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utes of unrelenting violence, the
viewer is forced to face the absurdity of it (unless he or she enjoys
watching protracted violence);
there was simply no meaning to be
found—religious or dramatic—in
sustained cruelty and violence.
Even the blood that was left on
the pavement by the beaten Jesus
reminded one of a slaughter house
rather than the holy Passion. Like
most tortures, the actual torture
of Jesus must have lasted longer
than it was shown in the movie
and been just as pointless. The
movie underscored the solidarity
of Jesus’ suffering with countless

Such a massive public
portrayal of violence is
unacceptable in
any context.
nameless victims who have perished through torture and isolation. In short, the movie ended
the romanticism of the Passion.
The movie, however, had sev-

eral noticeable and disturbing
drawbacks. The scenes in which
the Devil was introduced in a
Dracula-like fashion tended to
trivialize the otherwise authentic looking movie. The scene in
which a worm was seen crawling
back into the nostril of the Devil,
in particular, did much to take
away from the movie’s seriousness. Also the special effects, such
as the earthquake scene in which
the stone steps in the Temple
broke apart (something not in the
Gospels), reminded me of Indiana
Jones. Most egregious were the
scenes in which Jesus was seen
conversing with Pilate in perfect
Latin and Pilate with the crowd
gathered outside his mansion in
perfect Aramaic. There is little
historical evidence to suggest that
Jesus spoke Latin. There is even
less evidence that insolent and
pusillanimous Pilate would have
cared enough to learn to speak
Aramaic.
On a more substantive level, it
was disturbing to see that religion
and good intentions are once
again being used to rationalize
violence and override common
sense. The movie’s sacred subject,
the Passion of Christ, seems to
have succeeded in silencing critics and viewers alike. It is my
view that such a massive public
portrayal of violence is unacceptable in any context. The Cross
has traditionally been understood
in Christianity as an expos of the
hypocrisy of religions and society.
The movie once again delivered
this traditional punch, uninten-

tionally. Neither the Fourteen
Stations nor the Gospels enlarge
on the torture of Jesus the way
this movie does. The movie’s
excessive violence is being over-

When a religion helps
us to accept violence
which would have
been otherwise
unacceptable, there is
something wrong with
that religion.
looked by many because of its
theological framework. But violence is always exactly what it
is—violence—regardless of the
narrative or theological context
in which it occurs. When a religion helps us to accept violence
which would have been otherwise
unacceptable, there is something
wrong with that religion. It was
especially painful to see parents
exposing their little children to
such levels of obscene violence.
The sacred subject of the movie
has obviously caused many viewers to ignore the pleas of common
sense. In a time when theology is
often a pretext for violence, it is
unsettling to see so many enjoy
this unprecedented feast of it in
the name of religion.
A movie does not only consist
of a narrative framework, but also
individual narrative components.
In my opinion, it is time we asked
with renewed seriousness whether
a sacred narrative framework and
artistic intentions really justify an
objectionable content.
It was equally sobering to think
that so many Christians needed to

see that much graphic violence to
appreciate the Passion of Christ.
As an art form, a movie succeeds
most when it suggests and evokes
imagination. Graphic and prosaic
portrayal of human cruelty causes
violence to become banal, not
vivid. In art, it is ultimately one’s
own imagination that one sees
and experiences. Art nudges the
imagination. The Passion left
almost nothing to the imagination. This problem, however, is

and its box office showings are
still very strong. This astonishing
success is proof that the movie
speaks to this generation. This for
me was the most disturbing aspect
of the movie, that it is a reminder
of what our age has become—an
age full of people who are no longer able to create vivid images in
the mind. From sex to violence,
it is little wonder that graphic
visual aids are being offered for
sale, as if to ridicule the diminish-

The most disturbing aspect of the movie is that it
is a reminder of what our age has become—an age
full of people who are no longer able to create vivid
images in the mind.
not unique to this movie but
symptomatic of our time; movies
in general are becoming increasingly graphic and prosaic in their
portrayal of violence and sex.
They dazzle the eyes without
satisfying the mind. But such are
the times we live in. Why should
this movie be any different? This
relatively low-budget movie has
grossed almost $400 million dollars at the time of this writing,

ing capacity of human imagination. The Passion is evidence that
Christianity participates in the
symptoms of our time.
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